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By Jerry Gipper, Editoral Director

Dealing with change
Change is inevitable. Like the seasons, it will happen. We all deal
with change throughout our lives. How we deal with it can vary
from situation to situation; it can vary with our age, temperament,
environment, and many other factors. We can anticipate change
with excitement, indifference, or fear. But one thing is constant:
Change will occur no matter how hard we resist.
In the world of high technology, we live for change, as it is what
drives the industry. To stay competitive we must innovate, and
innovation is all about creating better and more effective products
(in short – change). Without change, technology cannot advance
to the next level.
If you have ever read anything by futurist Ray Kurzweil on technological singularity and intelligence explosion, you have seen
his theories on the law of accelerating returns in which the speed
of technological change increases exponentially (http://www.
kurzweilai.net/the-law-of-accelerating-returns). If we believe his
theories, and Moore’s Law is good proof, then we are in for one
exciting ride of change. The horizon for change gets closer to us
exponentially every day. What used to take lifetimes to change
now changes several times within a lifetime. In the case of technology, that window is measured in weeks and months and getting shorter each day. If you think keeping up with the latest gadget is hard now, just wait five years (Figure 1).

How can we better prepare ourselves for change? Some change
is very difficult to prepare for and we just need to tough it out.
At other times, we need to follow the Boy Scout motto of “Be
prepared.” Being prepared occurs at many levels. As an engineer,
that means staying on top of your industry, the technologies, the
business models, and the markets. Be sure to use all the resources
at your fingertips to stay at the top of your game. In today’s
world, it is both easier and more difficult. It is easier in that there
are ever-improving tools available to make learning easier. On the
other hand, there is an exponentially growing wealth of information at your disposal. Learn the tools and use them to stay on top
of your game.
VME and Critical Systems is going through change. Stay tuned
for changes with the first issue of 2012.

Jerry Gipper
jgipper@opensystemsmedia.com

How do you handle change?
Do you embrace change, or try
to avoid change? Everyone has
their own way of dealing with
change. Sometimes it is very
exciting and we look forward
to change. Other times there is
tremendous uncertainty as we
struggle with changes. Maybe
it’s not the change that we fear
but rather that uncertainty. If we
could see how the picture would
look after the change, maybe we
wouldn’t spend so much energy
resisting and anticipating the
change.
I know that in my own case, I
handle different changes in varying ways. When I am comfortable
with what is on the other side, I
can more openly embrace the
change. When I have less visibility into what is after the change,
I become fearful, the stress rises,
and my comfort level is low.

Figure 1 | If you think keeping up with the latest technologies is difficult now, just wait another five years.
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By Ray Alderman

Military focus can shift from the
Middle East to China
For the past 10 years, our military platform and weapons development has been focused on fighting 9th-century-thinking radical
terrorists in the deserts and towns of the Middle East. Tons of
money has been spent on Ground Combat Vehicles (GCVs), to
navigate the primitive roads and mountain passes, with no significant advancements in those platforms. Another ton of money
has been spent on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), but with
great success and tremendous advancements. The United States
has 6,000 UAVs in service today, and they have taken out terrorists in six countries including Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan,
Yemen, Somalia, and Libya. Next-generation UAVs including the
Northrop Grumman X-47B and the Boeing Phantom Ray (both
jet-powered and carrier-based with larger ordnance payloads)
will see service in just a year or so.
Shifting back to strategic platforms
Now that we are winding down our presence in Iraq and Afghanistan, where will the focus for the DoD move? My bet is toward
China. My next bet is toward new strategic platforms and away
from the tactical platforms involved in the War on Terrorism.
China just sent their first aircraft carrier to sea trials in August.
It is an old Russian Varyag-class sloped launch-deck design, 302
meters long. This Chinese carrier is only 31 meters shorter than
our present Nimitz-class supercarriers (333 meters long) and is
definitely a long-reach, blue-water boat.
With the collapse of the Soviet Union, this partially completed hull
had been sitting in the Ukraine, about to be cut up for scrap metal.
A Chinese company bought it and had it towed to Dalian Port in
China. They claimed they would outfit it as a floating casino and
anchor it in Macau. Now, it is at sea trials, manned by Chinese
Navy personnel.
The Chinese have their eyes on much more advanced platforms
as they seek to expand their military presence on the oceans of the
world. Earlier this year, an artist’s rendition of China’s advanced
aircraft carrier design ideas was leaked to the Internet. This new
platform, if built and launched, will be a major threat to sea dominance by the United States and allied carriers.
While there are no specifications for this boat just yet, it appears
like they have taken the dual-runway Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport and put it on pontoons. Comparing the aircraft
in the picture to the flight deck for scale, it certainly appears
longer than 330 meters. What else could they do with this catamaran hull? They could service their nuclear sub fleet, between
the hulls. They could initiate amphibious operations, loading and
launching the landing craft between the hulls too.
Why worry?
What would China do with this kind of platform? Think about
Taiwan. A couple of these carriers could provide air support and
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amphibious operations, completely surrounding and occupying the
island. China has not been happy about Taiwan’s disputed independence and attitude for many years. Also, in the past few years,
China has instigated maritime confrontations with Japan, Vietnam,
and the Philippines during territorial disputes. Chinese sources say
they can build and launch this new carrier by late 2015. Couple
these pictures with the new J-20 Chinese carrier-capable fighter
jet (said to be nearly equivalent to our F-22), and there is plenty of
reason to predict that the DoD must be developing new strategic
platform ideas to counter this new development. That could mean a
lot of new VME and VPX demand if we shift over to new strategic
platforms and weapons in the next few years.
For more information, contact Ray at exec@vita.com.

By John Rynearson

ANSI ballot for revisions to VITA 65 started
VSO ANSI accreditation
Accredited as a Standards Development Organization (SDO) in
June 1993 by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI),
the VITA Standards Organization (VSO) meets every two months
to address vital embedded bus and board industry standards
issues. Information on ANSI/VITA standards is available on the
VITA website at www.vita.com.

Status: The initial ANSI ballot for VITA 60 has been completed
and the draft is being revised based on comments received. A
recirculation ballot will take place when the revised draft is
released.

VSO study and working group activities
Standards within the VSO may be initiated by a study group and
developed by a working group. A study group requires the sponsorship of only one VSO member. A working group requires the
sponsorship of at least three VITA members.

Status: The recirculation ballot has closed and the results have
been submitted to ANSI for recognition.

VITA 60, Alternative Connector for VPX
Objective: Standardize an alternative connector for VPX that is
PCB compatible but not mechanically interoperable with the
VITA 46 standard.

Status: An ANSI ballot of revisions to ANSI/VITA 65 has started
and closes on November 4, 2011. Comments will be reviewed at
the November VSO meeting.

VERY COOL PRODUCTS!

VITA 61, XMC 2.0
Objective: To specify an alternative connector for use on XMC
mezzanine modules.

ANSI/VITA 65, OpenVPX
Objective: To provide a standard for commonly used VPX profiles.

VITA 66.0, Optical Interconnect on VPX Base
Standard, and VITA 66.1, Optical Interconnect on VPX
– MT Variant
Objective: Define a family of blind mate fiber optic interconnects
for use with VITA 46 backplanes and plug-in modules.
Status: VITA 66.0, Optical Interconnect on VPX – Base Standard,
and VITA 66.1, Optical Interconnect on VPX – MT Variant,
have completed their ANSI ballots. VITA 66.0 was submitted to
ANSI and has been recognized as an American National Standard. Copies are available from the VITA office. VITA 66.1 has
been revised based on ballot comments. A recirculation ballot has
started and closes on November 4, 2011. The results of the ballot
will be discussed at the November VSO meeting.
VITA 67.0, Coaxial Interconnect on VPX – Base
Standard
Objective: The objective of this standard is to establish a structure
for implementing blind mate analog coaxial interconnects with
VPX backplanes and plug-in modules, and to define a specific
family of interconnects and configurations within that structure.
Status: VITA 67.0 has completed its initial ANSI ballot. The draft
was revised and a recirculation ballot has started. This recirculation ballot closes on November 12, 2011, and the results will be
discussed at the November VSO meeting.

05;,95(;065(3

No matter how you shake it, bake it, or configure it, everyone knows
the reputation, value and endurance of Phoenix solid state and rotating
disk VME products. Leading the way in storage technology for decades,
Phoenix keeps you on the leading edge with very cool products!

We Put the State of Art to Work
ork
rkk

www.phenxint.com t 714-283-4800
PHOENIX INTERNATIONAL IS AS 9100/ISO 9001: 2008 CERTIFIED
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PDF – This column and the accompanying table are available at
www.vmecritical.com.
For more information, e-mail John at techdir@vita.com.
Editor’s note: This update is based on the
September 2011 VSO meeting. Additional VSO meetings are
scheduled for November 2011 and January 2012.

Established platform parallel bus protocols like VMEbus and
CompactPCI still have their place in today's and tomorrow's
harsh environment, real-time/hard-deadline embedded
sub-system applications...especially when these products
are upgraded and maintained to keep pace with the newest,
fastest processor and memory technologies.
While there are some applications where high speed serial
fabrics like VPX are ideal, there are others where VMEbus
or CompactPCI still rule the roost.
One company continues to actively invest in maintaining –
and not obsolescing – their military and space embedded
computing products with a proactive 12-year minimum
COTS Lifecycle+™ Program.
And one company continues to also invest in delivering
the very best of the newest embedded COTS computing
platforms with the new, serial fabric protocols.

And one company actively invests in technology insertion
at the board level, creating backplane, pin-compatible
products with the latest, next generation memory and
processor technologies "on-board".
And that same company still delivers their legacy bus
products at full speed and full capability and full mil temp
range (-55 to +85°C) with those latest technologies.
The one company to do all that? Aitech. Check our
website to learn more about our technology roadmaps
and how they protect your investments.
Aitech Defense Systems, Inc.
19756 Prairie Street
Chatsworth, CA 91311
email: sales@rugged.com
Toll Free: 888-Aitech8 - (888) 248-3248
Fax: (818) 407-1502
www.rugged.com

VITA Standards Activity Chart
Standard
*Reafﬁrmed

Title

Status

ANSI/VITA 1.0 *2002

VME64 Standards

Released

ANSI/VITA 1.1 *2003

VME64 Extensions

Released

ANSI/VITA 1.3 *2003

9U x 400 mm Format

Released

ANSI/VITA 1.5

2eSST

Released

ANSI/VITA 1.6 *2005

Keying for Conduction-cooled VME

Released

SEPTEMBER MEETING HIGHLIGHTS

VME and
CS edition

Standard
*Reafﬁrmed

Title

ANSI/VITA 46.0
Aug. 2004

ANSI/VITA 46.1
VITA 46.3

VPX: Serial RapidIO on VPX Fabric Connector

Feb. 2004

Status

VME and
CS edition

VPX: Base Speciﬁcation

Working Group

Feb. 2009

VPX: VMEbus Signal Mapping

Working Group

Feb. 2008

Trial Use Standard

Summer 2010

Working Group

Fall 2010

VITA 46.4

PCI Express on the VPX Fabric Connector

VITA 46.5

VPX: HyperTransport

Inactive

ANSI/VITA 1.7

Increased Connector Current Level

Released

VITA 46.6

VPX: GbE

ANSI/VITA 3 *2002

Board Level Live Insertion

Released

VITA 46.7

10 GbE on VPX

ANSI/VITA 4.0 *2002

IP Modules

Released

VITA 46.9

PMC/XMC/Ethernet Signal Mapping to 3U/6U on VPX User I/O

Working Group

Fall 2010

ANSI/VITA 4.1 *2003

IP/I/O Mapping to VME64x

Released

ANSI/VITA 46.10

Rear Transition Module for VPX

Released

Dec. 2009

Working Group

Spring 2010

ANSI/VITA 5.1 *2004

RACEway Interlink

VITA 5.2

RACEway++

ANSI/VITA 6.0 *2002

SCSA

Working Group

Spring 2010

Trial Use Standard

Summer 2010

VITA 46.11

System Management on VPX

VITA 46.12

Fiber Optic Interconnect

See VITA 66

Dec. 2009

Released

VITA 46.14

Mixed Signal VPX

See VITA 67

Dec. 2009
June 2009

Released
Withdrawn

Aug. 2004

ANSI/VITA 6.1 *2003

SCSA Extensions

Released

VITA 46.20

VPX Switch Slot Deﬁnition

See VITA 65

ANSI/VITA 10 *2002

SKYchannel Packet Bus

Released

VITA 46.21

Distributed Switching on VPX

See VITA 65

June 2009

ANSI/VITA 12 *2002

M-Modules

Released

ANSI/VITA 47

Env., Design and Const., Safety, and Qual. for Plug-in Units

Released

June 2006

ANSI/VITA 13

Pin Assignments for HIC on VME

ANSI/VITA 17.0 *2004

Front Panel Data Port

ANSI/VITA 17.1

Serial Front Panel Data Port

VITA 17.2

Serial Front Panel Data Port (SFPDP) Channel

Withdrawn

VITA 47r1

Revisions to ANSI/VITA 47

Released

Feb. 2008

Released

VITA 47r2

Revisions to ANSI/VITA 47

Working Group

Dec. 2009

Released

Feb. 2004

VITA 48.0

REDI: Ruggedized Enhanced Design Implementation

Working Group

Fall 2010

Working Group

Dec. 2009

VITA 48.1

Mechanical Specs for Microcomputers Using Air Cooling

Working Group

Fall 2010

VITA 48.2

Mechanical Specs for Microcomputers Using Conduction
Cooling

Working Group

Fall 2010

VITA 48.3

Mechanical Specs for Microcomputers Using Liquid Cooling

Working Group

VITA 48.5

Mechanical Standard for Electronic Plug-in Units Using
AFT Cooling

VITA 19.0

BusNet Overview

Withdrawn

ANSI/VITA 19.1

BusNet MAC

Withdrawn

ANSI/VITA 19.2

BusNet LLC

ANSI/VITA 20 *2005

Conduction-cooled PMC

Withdrawn
Released

ANSI/VITA 23 *2004

VME64x Extensions for Physics

Released

ANSI/VITA 25

VISION

Apr. 2005

Released

Winter 2010

Withdrawn

ANSI/VITA 49.0

VITA Radio Transport (VRT)

Released

May 2009

ANSI/VITA 49.1

VITA Radio Link Layer (VRL)

Released

May 2009

VITA 50

Best Practices for Electronic Module Cooling

ANSI/VITA 26 *2003

Myrinet-on-VME

Released

ANSI/VITA 29

>1;7>

Released

ANSI/VITA 51.0 *2008 Reliability Prediction

ANSI/VITA 30.0
*2005

2 mm Connector Practice on Euroboard

Released

ANSI/VITA 30.1

2 mm Conduction-cooled Euroboard

Released

VITA 30.2

Power Connector Equipment Practice

Released

ANSI/VITA 31.1

GbE on VME64x Backplanes

ANSI/VITA 32

Processor PMC

VITA 34

A Scalable Electromechanical Architecture

ANSI/VITA 35 *2005

Pin Assignments for PMC to VME

VITA 36

PMC I/O Modules

ANSI/VITA 38

System Management on VME

Released

Inactive

Dec. 2007

Released

Aug. 2008

ANSI/VITA 51.1 *2008

Reliability Prediction: MIL-HDBK-217 Daughter

Released

ANSI/VITA 51.2 *2011

Physics of Reliability Failure

Released

Summer 2011

Apr. 2007

ANSI/VITA 51.3

Qualiﬁcation and Environmental Stress Screening

Released

Spring 2010

Released

Feb. 2004

VITA 52

Lead-free Practices

Released

Feb. 2004

ANSI/VITA 53

Commercial Technology Market Surveillance

Working Group

Apr. 2004

Released
Withdrawn

Apr. 2004

Working Group

Oct. 2006

Released

Summer 2010

VITA 54

Embedded Platform Management Architecture (EPMA)

Inactive

Aug. 2005

VITA 55

Virtual Streaming Protocol

Inactive

Feb. 2009

VITA 56

Express Mezzanine Card (EMC)

Inactive

Oct. 2007

ANSI/VITA 57 *2008

FMC: FPGA Mezzanine Card

Released

Feb. 2009

Working Group

June 2009

ANSI/VITA 39

PCI-X Aux. Std. for PMCs and PrPMCs

Released

Feb. 2004

VITA 57.1

FPGA I/O Mezzanine Pin Assignments

ANSI/VITA 40

Status Indicator

Released

Dec. 2009

ANSI/VITA 58.0

Line Replaceable Integrated Electronics Chassis

ANSI/VITA 41.0

VXS: VME Switched Serial

Released

Oct. 2006

VITA 59

RSE: Rugged System-on-Module Express

Released

May 2009

Working Group

Dec. 2008

ANSI/VITA 41.1

VXS: InﬁniBand Protocol Layer

Released

Oct. 2006

VITA 60

Alternative Connector for VPX

Working Group

Winter 2011

ANSI/VITA 41.2

VXS: RapidIO Protocol Layer

Released

Oct. 2006

VITA 61

XMC 2.0

Working Group

Winter 2011
Dec. 2009

VITA 41.3

VXS: GbE

Working Group

Apr. 2006

VITA 62

Power Supply Modules

Working Group

VITA 41.4

VXS: PCI Express

Working Group

Apr. 2006

VITA 63

KVPX

Working Group

Feb. 2009

ANSI/VITA 41.6

VXS: 1x GbE Control Channel Layer

Released

Sept. 2009

VITA 64

Optimized Footprint for VITA 60

Working Group

Feb. 2009

VITA 41.7

VXS: Processor Mesh Topology

Working Group

ANSI/VITA 65

OpenVPX

Released

Winter 2011

VITA 41.8

VXS: 10 GbE Protocol Layer

Working Group

June 2009

VITA 66

Optical Interconnect on VPX – Base Standard

Released

Winter 2011

VITA 41.10

VXS: Live Insertion Requirements for VITA 41 Boards

Working Group

Apr. 2006

VITA 66.1

Optical Interconnect on VPX – MT Variant

Working Group

Winter 2011

VITA 41.11

VXS: Rear Transition Modules

Working Group

Apr. 2006

VITA 67

Coaxial Interconnect on VPX

Working Group

Winter 2011

VITA 42.0

XMC

Released

Feb. 2009

VITA 67.1

Working Group

Spring 2010

ANSI/VITA 42.1

XMC: Parallel RapidIO

Released

Oct. 2006

Coaxial Interconnect on VPX, 3U, 4 Position SMPM
Conﬁguration

Fall 2010

ANSI/VITA 42.2

XMC: Serial RapidIO

Released

Oct. 2006

VITA 68

VPX Compliance Channel

Working Group

ANSI/VITA 42.3

XMC: PCI Express

Released

Oct. 2006

VITA 69

Common Glossary

Working Group

VITA 42.4

HyperTransport

Working Group

Apr. 2005

VITA 70

Common Standard Template

Working Group

ANSI/VITA 42.6

XMC: 10 GbE 4-Lane Protocol Layer

Released

June 2009

VITA 71

New Generation Mezzanine

Working Group

VITA 72

Connector Comparision Testing

Working Group

Summer 2011

VITA 42.10

XMC: General Purpose I/O

Working Group

VITA 42.20

XMC: Dual Fabric I/O

Working Group

VITA 73

Small Form Factor-v73

Working Group

Summer 2010

Small Form Factor-v74

Working Group

Summer 2010

Rugged Small Form Factor (RSFF)

Working Group

Fall 2011

VITA 43S

Hot Swap NextGen Mezzanine

Inactive

Feb. 2004

VITA 74

VITA 45S

Serial VME

Canceled

Apr. 2004

VITA 75

For corrections or suggestions, contact Jerry Gipper, VME and Critical Systems magazine, at jgipper@opensystemsmedia.com.
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Defining Standards

SEPT
MEETING

VITA 76 provides for high-bandwidth I/O in a
rugged MIL-38999 circular connector
By Kenneth Braund and Alan Roath
The mil/aero markets have been moving
rapidly toward implementing into their
systems many of the commercial standards such as PCI Express, Ethernet, USB,
SATA, DisplayPort, and so on. In recent
years, the challenge has become the transfer of large amounts of high-bandwidth
data between ever-smaller enclosures via a
rugged medium. However, the good news
is that VITA 76 (High Performance Cable
Standard) provides for a rugged highbandwidth I/O interconnect packaged in a
rugged MIL-38999 circular format.
Accordingly, the VITA 76 working group
has proposed using Meritec’s Hercules
Interconnect System – specifically its contact interface, consisting of a high-density
grid of Hermaphroditic (Hermi) contacts
that are inherently rugged by the nature of
the interface’s two-contact point design.
The “Hermi” contact is an ideal interconnect for the high-density rugged requirements of VITA 76 in MIL-38999 shell size
No. 9 with two differential pairs through
shell size No. 23 with 44 differential pairs.
The adjacent contacts are on .050" pitch
and .105" row to row and staggered to
minimize crosstalk. The contact arrangement carefully controls the impedance and
minimizes the resonances present through
the cable termination, plastic header,
and hermaphroditic mating. The contact design gives very low insertion and
return losses as well as very low crosstalk
between the data pairs, exceeding 10 Gbps
data rates per differential pair regardless
of transmission protocol. Hercules will
accommodate multiple protocols such as
InfiniBand, USB 2.0 and 3.0, PCIe Gen2,
Serial RapidIO, Ethernet, 10 G Ethernet,
CX4, SAS, and SATA.

Compatibility with other VITA
standards
The VITA 75 Rugged Small Form Factor
working group has been working closely
with the VITA 76 working group for the
very reason that VITA 76 exists. There is
no alternative high-density, high-bandwidth I/O available for transferring large
amounts of data between enclosures that
are being utilized in mil/aero applications
today. The VITA 76 interconnect system
allows for multiple protocol I/O through a
single MIL-38999 interface on a VITA 75
Small Form Factor enclosure.
Much yet to be done
While the commercial development of the
interconnect system is moving along and
environmental testing will be completed
during Q1 2012, there remains much
work within the VITA 76 committee to

bring the new standard to fruition. The
AO portion of VITA 76 will require more
time for development, and the committee’s work on the copper version should
be complete by mid 2012.
Kenneth Braund is a Business
Manager responsible for the Hercules
product line at Meritec. He has more
than 40 years of experience in the
design, manufacture, and marketing
of interconnect systems. He can be
contacted at kbraund@meritec.com.
Alan Roath is a Senior Project
Engineer responsible for the Hercules
product line at Meritec. He has more
than 25 years of experience in the
design and manufacture of interconnect
systems. He can be contacted at
aroath@meritec.com.

Copper and active optic
components
A significant benefit of the VITA 76
interconnect system is the accommodation of both copper and Active Optic
(AO) in one connector interface. The
panel mount MIL-D-38999 will be identical regardless of being a copper or AO
I/O. The mating cable plug will allow for
the egress of copper bundled cable or for
the attachment of an AO module allowing
for the egress of fiber cable.
VME and Critical Systems / 2012 Buyer’s Guide 13
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VME-to-VPX migration accelerated with modern APIs:
Increases in military data drive growth of VPX in tech refresh
By David Pursley
Immense data processing and sharing is the newest hallmark of the military, based on sophisticated applications such as
next-generation radars, targeting, and surveillance systems for UAVs, in addition to broadband electronic warfare monitoring
and jamming systems. Enhanced communications, radar, and imaging systems are driving designers to develop sophisticated
VME-to-VPX tech refresh strategies – transforming deployed systems for significantly greater bandwidth and network-centric
performance with minimized redesign. Modern Application Program Interfaces (APIs) are key to this paradigm.
The modern battlefield is seeing dramatic
increases in the volume of data generated, fueled by continued growth in the
number and capabilities of sensors and
automated systems. For example, highdefinition video cameras can generate 8
to 10 Mbps of streaming data per video
feed, with multiple secure feeds required
for applications such as mapping, secure
chat, and augmented reality, not to mention typical ISR applications. Data sharing has become an essential weapon,
enabling real-time situational awareness
and its resulting competitive warfighting advantage. The scope of shared data
on the battlefield is driving designers to
consider strategic tech refresh moving
from VME to VPX, particularly now that
the VPX ecosystem is defined for board
sizes, connectors, and signaling for the
next 10 to 20 years. This can be a challenging migration with a dramatic shift
from VME communication protocols.
Designers must completely understand
the VPX architecture, specifically with
regard to how tech refresh transitions can
be streamlined with tools to simplify data
flow management in High Performance
Embedded Computing (HPEC) applications. Modern Application Program Interfaces (APIs) can ease such migrations.

with minimum risk to the overall system or other applications within the network. Migrating and enhancing VMEbased systems to VPX meets growing
performance requirements to handle, for
example, multiple video and audio channels under surveillance. At the same time,
sophisticated data sharing capabilities are
required to allow secure processing across
multiple nodes, which is often required
because of the rapid increase in sensors
deployed in military systems. As sensor
data management increases exponentially
across the battlefield, VPX-based HPEC
platforms are becoming a critical resource
based on their ability to integrate a range
of high-performance COTS products to
achieve high throughput and processing.
VPX allows board computers to move
away from decades of parallel bus archi-

Strategically assessing tech
refresh opportunities
Simplifying migration is essential for
efficient tech refresh opportunities so that
applications can capitalize on increased
bandwidth and processor advances. The
need for advanced connectivity and bandwidth is constantly evolving because of
requirements for higher fidelity of data
(higher resolutions), different types of
data (video versus audio), and the amount
of data sources (higher numbers of sensors). Yet, in an integrated battlefield, it
is important that systems be refreshed
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tectures on the backplane, with a little help
from 1 GbE, and implement high-speed
serial link point-to-point connections
between boards. With VPX connectors
and backplanes, multi-gigahertz signals
warrant systems where the full dataplane
bandwidth is no longer shared between
boards. For example, each board can have
one or more dedicated 10 Gb connections
via Ethernet or PCI Express. HPEC is the
first domain to benefit from the tenfold
increase in I/O bandwidth between computing boards that VPX offers (Figure 1).
This enables a new breed of unparalleled
applications for sensor data processing
platforms used in radar, sonar, and general imaging. But now, as hardware guidelines are set, OEMs and developers have
to search for the ideal communication
protocols. With all the advantages of current standards such as PCI Express, GbE,

Figure 1 | VPX technology enables high throughput HPEC
platforms via high bandwidth interconnect such as PCI Express and 10 GbE

“PCIe is poised to
bring many military
applications to a new
level, optimum for tech
refresh migrations that
must be put in place
with minimum risk to
the overall system or
application.”
Serial RapidIO, and many others that can
be used for intrasystem communications,
this is not an easy task. The challenge for
OEMs is to find an easy-to-use, yet fast
and low latency communication protocol.
Amongst serial link technologies available today, PCIe is poised to bring many
military applications to a new level, optimum for tech refresh migrations that must
be put in place with minimum risk to the
overall system or application.

connectivity while facilitating the integration of next-generation processor architectures (Figure 2). Using the plug-and-play
capability of the PCI fast link, the switch
fabric moves data at an ultra-high speed.
The key advantage is PCIe’s performance
as a native data bus in all modern processor
chipsets – resulting in an expansive PCIebased software ecosystem with broad support for peripheral interconnects.
APIs address data flow
complexities
In migrating from VME to VPX, changes
affect the backplane and all system cards,
presenting a dramatically different scenario than a simple CPU card upgrade.
This type of refresh routinely requires
greater design expertise, replacing the
bus-based architecture with a networkbased protocol and requiring a significant
retooling of application software.
API tools enable OEMs to implement
efficient inter-board communication at
hardware processing speeds, achieving
the highest bandwidth by leveraging PCI
Express (Figure 2). From the hardware
point of view, the architecture is based
on several CPU boards, each featuring
several processing cores, interconnected
through PCIe via the VPX backplane,
using a PCIe switch. From a software

SWITCHES
& IP ROUTERS

More than 3O models... VME, cPCI, VPX

ComEth 4410a

• Data/control Planes 3U VPX switch
• Six 4-lanes ports (PCIe x4 Gen 1 & 2)
• Up to ten Giga Ethernet Ports

SBCs

Intel® & Freescale® processors

IC-PQ3-XMCa
MPC8636E processing unit

Streamlining migration and costs
with PCIe, APIs
PCIe is a computer expansion card standard initially designed to replace the
older PCI and PCI-X standards. The PCIe
topology is based on point-to-point serial
links, instead of a systemwide shared
parallel bus architecture. This represents
an ideal link between I/Os and processor
units, as well as a native communications
link in a multiprocessor environment.
PCIe technology has evolved recently
from Gen1 to Gen2, doubling the clock
speed from 2.5 GHz to 5 GHz and also
the theoretical throughput. And PCIe
Gen3 is on the horizon, which will again
double throughput. At the software level,
PCIe preserves compatibility even if new
capabilities such as power management
or advanced error reporting are added.
Designers are learning that APIs as data
flow management tools can greatly simplify migration from VME to VPX, accelerating the design process.
APIs provide a thin layer of software that
allows faster application development for
IP-based transport over PCI Express. For
example, using Kontron’s VXFabric, a
PCI Express switch fabric technology for
HPEC environments, OEMs can deploy
high-performance 6U OpenVPX technologies with >10Gbps board-to-board

Trust a world-wide expert
for your embedded critical
network applications.

• 1GB DDR2
• 512KB nvRAM
• 128MB Mirror Flash
• 4GB SSD
• USB2, SATA, RS232, I2C, GPIOs

Communication
Platforms

Synch/Async serial ports / LAN

pLinesEX

• MPC8536 E
• 8 sync/async serial ports
• 3 Ethernet ports
• One embedded L2/L3 switch with
8 SFP modules

Figure 2 | Using a simplified API to help accelerate
the design process, Kontron’s HPEC platform
allows high-speed socket-based communication
between blades by using multiple switched fabric
interconnects within the backplane.

www.interfaceconcept.com
www.interfaceconcept.com
+33 (0)2 98 573 030
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perspective, the API is equivalent to an
Ethernet network infrastructure. The
API implements layers that accommodate communication with an IP socket
programmatic interface, allowing direct
access of classic protocols such as
TCP or UDP. Development and migration efforts are streamlined as the API
requires no modification of existing
applications.
The standard user programming model
of an API tool is based on the IP protocol and implements a socket layer API
through an emulation of an Ethernet

interface over PCIe (similar to implementations of pseudo-Ethernet over virtualization boxes). This is the primary
assertion that the portability of existing
applications via API tools is a straightforward exercise for software developers. Aggregate throughput increases
linearly with the number of processing
boards – achievable under a standard
socket IP API, without requesting any
long integration effort from the user. The
overhead burden taken by the API’s kernel threads remains extremely low, leaving 96 percent of the processing power
available for the application. In turn, use

Introducing the
Newest Single
Board Computer.

NAI Presents the Perfect
Combination...a Modular SBC with
Multi-function I/O — on One Card.

David Pursley is a Product Line
Manager with Kontron. He is
responsible for Kontron’s VPX,
VME, CompactPCI, MicroTCA, and
AdvancedTCA product lines in North
America and is based in Pittsburgh,
PA. Previously, he held various
positions as a Field Applications
Engineer, Technical Marketing
Engineer, and Marketing Manager.
David holds a Bachelor of Science in
Computer Science and Engineering
from Bucknell University and a
Master’s degree in Electrical and
Computer Engineering from Carnegie
Mellon University. Contact David at
david.pursley@us.kontron.com.

NAI offers COTS Single Board Computers with configurable
multi-function I/O ideally suited for a multitude of commercial
and rugged embedded processing systems.
: Freescale™ PowerPC™ MPC8536 or

: Low power/High performance

: Intel® ATOM™ E680T or

: Reduces SWaP

: Analog Devices Blackfin® BF533

: Eliminates third party SBC integration

: Over 20 I/O functions available

: Seamless software development

: Up to four I/O functions on one card

: Library and driver I/O software support kit

: 3U cPCI and 6U VME platforms

: VxWorks®, LynxOS®, Linux®, Integrity™,
Windows® OS support

Your Single Source for COTS SBC, I/O and System Solutions
Visit www.naii.com or call us at 631-567-1100 today.

Excellence in ALL we do
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Executing a path to VPX
Routine tech refresh opportunities
must not only capitalize on technology
advances but also address DoD mandates for achieving the most effective
tactical capabilities in the face of budget
challenges. As a result, VME-to-VPX
refresh strategies must take advantage of
standards-based tools that speed deployment. The manufacturer’s objective is
to enable a smooth shift from a GbE
TCP/IP implementation, avoiding lowlevel complex and proprietary APIs
(complex custom software interfaces)
typical of many Serial RapidIO implementations. At the same, the migration
should take advantage of major performance breakthroughs and higher bandwidths as compared with GbE.
As a result, OEMs benefit from an optimized Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and
have an extremely cost-efficient migration path from VME into the next big
thing in VPX: 10 G and 40 G Ethernet
communication on the backplane. Most
importantly for VME platforms in stages
of tech refresh, designers must consider
performance levels of deployed systems
– leveraging data flow tools such as APIs
to simplify migration to VPX and establish
a critical path forward toward increased
bandwidth, performance, and flexibility.

Proudly made
in the USA.

Embedded Boards

of the IP socket API protects the enduser’s software investment for the long
term – essential to extended military
deployments. API tools can be as simple
to use as standard switched Ethernet,
while allowing higher performance and
lower latency; also cost of ownership
improves with Ethernet-like usability.

|

Power Supplies

|

Instruments

631-567-1100 : Fax: 631-567-1823 : www.naii.com
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Hybrid backplanes combine OpenVPX
and VME components
By Thomas Roberts

While VME has been supplanted by standards like OpenVPX, which support higher system bandwidths, investments in
unique VME modules can be preserved by using hybrid backplane designs.

VME evolution
For more than 25 years, the VME architecture defined COTS systems that met
the demand for increases in computing
and connectivity. Successive generations
of new processors provided more and
more compute cycles, while VME bandwidth evolved in a similar fashion from
40 MBps on the original VMEbus to 80
MBps, then 160 MBps, and finally 320
MBps on double-edged source-synchronous transfer.
In its familiar 6U form factor, VME found
its way into small 6-slot chassis and large
21-slot systems, as well as many ATR and
half-ATR configurations. However, after
an incredibly long run, the VME connector finally ran out of gas. As processors
continued to get faster, it simply wasn’t
possible to coax out any more bandwidth
from the bus.
VITA addressed the need for a new generation of standards by pursuing two
options. The first option, VXS (VITA 41)
has a much higher bandwidth than VME,
delivering up to 5 GBps to each payload
slot, and also offers a large degree of
backward compatibility at the module
level. Because the bandwidth is delivered via a switch fabric such as Serial
RapidIO, the overall performance impact
is even greater.
The other new standard option is VPX
(VITA 46), which was developed without the constraint of backward physical
compatibility. VPX defines a multiplane
architecture approach that provides support for very high-bandwidth communications. The standard delivers more than
10 GBps via a switch fabric to each payload slot over the data plane and equivalent bandwidths over an expansion plane
using a point-to-point connection such as
PCI Express.
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After its initial definition, the VPX standard morphed into a family of specifications, often referred to as “dot specifications,” defining a number of board-level
implementation options. The flexibility
was nice but resulted in a situation with
severe interoperability problems – modules developed by multiple manufacturers didn’t work together. Thus, OpenVPX
(VITA 65) was developed to address this
issue. Building on the VPX definitions,
OpenVPX added the concepts of planes,
pipes, and profiles to define an architecture
framework for interoperability. OpenVPX
is being adopted rapidly in new embedded
designs; however, widespread use of VME
means the standards will coexist for some
period of time.
The need for hybrid backplanes
Despite its success in addressing application requirements, OpenVPX cannot
instantaneously achieve the coverage
breadth built up by VME over decades.
On the financial side, proven VME modules represent significant investments.
For example, current intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance programs are
often challenged to combine data from
different types of sensors in real time.
Some sensor interfaces have already been
developed and deployed on existing programs. Other interfaces are completely
new. The goal is to use them all within
one platform in an efficient and costeffective manner.
Meeting this type of challenge sometimes
requires the use of hybrid backplanes to
bridge legacy technologies by bringing
together heterogeneous backplane architectures such as fabric-based OpenVPX
and legacy VME into a single system. A
major advantage of a hybrid backplane is
the ability to continue using specialized,
existing hardware and thus preserve years
of development and system cost.
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OpenVPX lends itself to a hybrid backplane approach. It offers flexibility in
terms of interconnects and topologies to
mix and match with legacy boards, which
enables integrators to custom-design the
interconnects over a hybrid backplane to
meet the application’s unique needs.
When hybrid backplanes make
sense
Not every legacy application is a good
candidate for a hybrid backplane solution.
However, when key factors align, using a
hybrid backplane can save a significant
amount of time and money.
In many cases, recreating a customdesigned VME board as an OpenVPX
module is cost prohibitive. Industry
experience shows that spinning, testing, debugging, and respinning a new
6U board of moderate complexity will
cost more than $1 million and require
at least nine months, often more than a
year, to complete. Alternatively, using
a hybrid backplane, development time
can be cut to three or four months with
costs as low as $50,000. In addition, this
approach lowers overall project risks by
using proven technology for a specific
function.
Hybrid backplanes are an optimal choice
for a system upgrade in situations where
(a) an existing legacy board performs a
function that won’t cause a system bottleneck; and (b) a legacy board was highly
customized for a specific purpose and
can’t be replaced with a commercially
available component.
Hybrid backplane challenges
Although customized hybrid backplanes
can be attractive in many situations, they
require design and manufacturing expertise to be implemented effectively. As a
start, design engineers must determine

how many slots are required; which subsidiary protocol each slot will support;
which interconnection topology will be
required from slot to slot; how communication between the modules will be managed; what voltages will be supported at
each slot; and what slot(s), if any, will
need rear transition modules. Physical
spacing between the slots differs between
standards, which must be accounted for in
the design plan.

the number and type of slots that are
implemented and the topologies used to
interconnect them. Ultimately, a backplane profile is a description of channels
and buses that interconnect slots and
other physical entities in a backplane.

Establishing communication between
legacy modules and new system components is a key function provided by a
hybrid backplane. For example, communication between a VME slot and an
OpenVPX slot involves customized connections between mapped pins on both
types of connectors. On the OpenVPX
side, the concept of profiles can be used
to assist this mapping.

Hybrid backplane design
approaches
OpenVPX bridge slot
A straightforward approach is to use
an OpenVPX bridge slot. VITA 46.1,
part of the VPX specification, maps
the VMEbus interface directly onto
specific VPX connector pins. A hybrid
backplane connects the VMEbus signals from the pins in the VME slot to
the defined pins in the OpenVPX bridge
slot. The bridge module in this slot
accepts the VME traffic and then routes
it to a VPX-friendly interface – either
the control plane (many recent VME
applications use VMEbus for control) or
the data plane.

The OpenVPX standard defines a set of
system architectures within VPX and
provides a framework for interoperability
between modules and backplanes. With
OpenVPX, system integrators can more
readily architect an application-specific
system based on compatible OpenVPX
profiles for modules, backplanes, and
development chassis.
An OpenVPX backplane profile is a
physical definition of a backplane implementation that includes details such as

Reviewing the following two generalized
hybrid backplane options will help show
what is possible; however, a great number of variations could be implemented.

When a VITA 31 module is used,
other considerations must be examined
(Figure 1). Because VITA 31.1 is a full
1000BASE-T implementation and VPX
utilizes a 1000-BX SERDES interface,
a PHY conversion must be completed to

Figure 1 | Ethernet interfaces are interconnected using an approach based on an
interface module and a VME VITA 31.1 compact packet switched backplane.

HARTMANN ELECTRONIC
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interconnect the Ethernet interfaces. In
a conduction-cooled embedded system,
a specialized Active Interface Module
(AIM) is often created to break out I/O.
This conversion can be placed onto that
module. The hybrid backplane must be
laid out to make the connections from the
P0 pins in the VITA 31.1 slot to the designated user-defined pins on the AIM. Note
that a bandwidth mismatch exists from what
would be available with VME (320 MBps)
compared to 2 GbE at 250 MBps.
Map user-defined VME pins to
OpenVPX connector
Another simple yet effective method
for implementing a hybrid backplane is
shown in Figure 2. User-defined pins in
the VME P2 connector are mapped by
the hybrid backplane onto selected VPX
connector pins.
This approach can be used with a PMC
or XMC I/O interface attached to the
VME module, which brings the I/O
down to P2 pins. The user can then
implement a lower-speed serial protocol
or another parallel interface. Depending
on what is being implemented, this could
connect to the VPX module’s data plane,
control plane, expansion plane, or into
the user I/O area.

Meeting unique requirements with
a VME/OpenVPX hybrid backplane
Designing a hybrid backplane, mapping out
communications, and defining and routing
signals all require special skills. And, like
most complex technical tasks, these activities are greatly aided by experience.
With careful planning and experienced
system architecture design, custom hybrid
backplanes can create a path forward for
defense contractors. These backplanes
help contractors evolve to next-generation
technology while continuing to use critical legacy boards, thus minimizing costs,
risks, and time to deployment.
Thomas Roberts is a solutions
marketing manager at Mercury
Computer Systems. He has more than
20 years of experience in systems
engineering and technical marketing
with IBM, Nixdorf, Data General,
Digital Equipment, and Compaq. Tom
has a BS in Engineering from Cornell
University and an MBA from the
University of Kansas. Contact him at
troberts@mc.com.
Mercury Computer Systems
978-967-1291
www.mc.com

Figure 2 | User-defined VME pins are mapped to an OpenVPX connector.
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Evolution of a
small form factor
By Jerry Gipper, Editorial Director
Computing systems used in rugged applications
have traditionally been designed from scratch using
semiconductor-level components. As COTS system-level
technology has increased in availability and popularity, the
designers of these rugged systems have looked for more
integrated levels of technology. These designers would
like to leverage the cost effectiveness and time-to-market
advantages of COTS boards and systems. Until recently,
they have had few choices. That is rapidly changing as the
list of possibilities grows. One of those compelling and
emerging options in the small form factor arena is VITA 73
(Rugged Small Form Factor).

What began as a solution to a network
attached storage problem soon turned
into one of the newest small form factor
system solutions for rugged embedded
computing platforms. Struggling to find a
suitable method to package a Solid State
Disk (SSD) or a hard drive, PCI Systems
CEO Claus Gross pondered a 2.5-inch
“X-frame” carrier for SSDs that had been
sitting on his desk for some time. Suddenly, on a Monday morning, it struck
him that this was just the right size and
form factor for a next-generation embedded computing platform.
Many customers over the previous months
had commented that they could really use
a small-sized system package that was
conduction cooled and capable of using
the latest in high-performance, multicore
processors. A set of requirements soon
emerged that would inspire the design for
a next-generation platform. The modules
they required must:
1. Be small yet high performance.
2. Be rugged, conduction cooled,
and completely closed for robust
shielding.
3. Be usable in blade configuration
with a backplane or as a mezzanine
on a carrier by simply replacing the
interconnect connector.
4. Be able to operate in a stand-alone
mode if necessary, precluding the
need for other modules.

These requirements expanded the thought
process to include developing a platform
with an industry leading function-to-size
ratio. This ratio or functional density
needed to be higher than anything currently on the market in this class of product. The higher functional density would
be key to lowering total system costs
because fewer modules would be needed.
These requirements led to the development of a specification for a new rugged embedded computing platform. And

PCI Systems brought this specification to
the VITA Standards Organization (VSO)
to complete the work and turn it into an
industry standard. A working group was
formed in 2010 under VITA 73 to start
the process. VITA 73 was submitted as
a specification describing a small, rugged form factor for board modules and
the associated backplane profiles. Also
included was a specification for standard
I/O using MIL-DTL-38999 connectors to
make the standard even more desirable
for rugged deployments.

“VPX was the impetus for the
module interconnect methodology
and is used as the basis for the
interconnection portion of the
VITA 73 specification.”
VME and Critical Systems / 2012 Buyer’s Guide 21
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VITA was chosen as the most appropriate place to conduct this work because of
the dedication of the members to develop
open standards for the critical embedded
computing market. The experience of the
members and the recent work on VPX
made the decision even easier. VPX was
the impetus for the module interconnect
methodology and is used as the basis
for the interconnection portion of the
VITA 73 specification.
Further requirements helped to guide the
development of VITA 73. A complete

Figure 1 | The VITA 73 clamshell packaging eliminates the need for heavy and bulky wedge locks on the
printed circuit boards and saves board real estate for valuable functions.

system or box-level solution was highly
desirable. Users of this new platform
were not to be burdened with the worry
of the integration challenges that other
architectures often imposed. The combination of primary and secondary requirements quickly led to a box that did not
require wedge locks to retain the modules, as those would have used too much
of the premium board real estate defined
in the small form factor. The box would
instead completely enclose the modules,
providing both cooling and secure confinement for rugged usage models.
VITA 73 features
How well does VITA 73 match up to its
original design requirements? Let’s look
at some of the key features of the specification to find out.
Size: VITA 73 modules are 3 inches wide
by 4 inches deep. They are designed to
be housed in an enclosure that can have
from 4 to 16 slots. The total package for
an eight-slot chassis is 4.5 inches wide
by 4 inches high by 6 inches deep. This
certainly puts VITA 73 firmly in the small
end of small form factor platforms yet
provides plenty of room for expansion
when an application calls for a larger system. Also, the ties to VPX give an additional option to expand into a full VPX
system if necessary.
Weight: Size, Weight, and Power (SWaP)
are major concerns for many platforms in
a multitude of industries. A VITA 73 chassis, when empty, is no more than 1.5 KG
in weight (slightly more than 3 lbs). Fully
loaded, with a typical payload of modules,
results in a box less than 2.5 KG (5 lbs), making this a very lightweight contender. The
clamshell packaging eliminates the need
for heavy and bulky wedge locks on the
printed circuit boards and saves board real
estate for valuable functions (Figure 1).
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Power: VITA 73 is specified to disperse
up to 120 W in an eight-slot cold-platecooled chassis. With its conductioncooling packaging, it can handle most of
today’s highest-performance processors,
giving it an edge in both electrical and
computing power. Computing performance is maintained between modules
by using PCI Express as the module
interconnect fabric. Modeled after the
VPX specification, it can handle similar data speeds between modules. The
connectors chosen for the standard are
specified to handle 10 GHz signals.
To keep the design simpler, interconnects between modules are limited to a
star-only topology. This reduces latency,
making the overall system faster. It also
simplifies the fabric switching between
modules, requiring no switching on the
modules. VITA 73 uses PCIe Gen2 with
a bus width of four lanes and a possibility for a bus width of eight lanes per slot.

generations of PCI Express, the usage of
the PCIe 100 MHz clock is defined for all
boards used in the chassis and a separate
instrumentation frequency of 100 MHz is
part of the specification.
Market needs
The analysis of the current market for military computers has shown that the market
interest in very small, ruggedized systems
is very high, especially for unmanned
aircraft with highly integrated electronic
control systems. This has spurred interest
in the military hardware community to

push for development of a standard for a
small form factor system.
A new market
Complimentary to VITA 73, there is also a
new VITA 71 working group, which is creating a 3U/6U VPX mezzanine board standard that is also compatible with VITA 73.
The VITA 73 working group is on-time
and on-track to position itself as “the standard” for unmanned systems, securing all
members’ and interested parties’ early
stakes in the new market.

Other advantages of VITA 73
Pin-in-socket connectors are used instead
of blade-edge connectors, improving system reliability. Readily available straight
connectors can be substituted for the
right-angle connector to allow the creation of a family of mezzanine modules
using the same exact design.
Zero cables and wires are used to interconnect the modules to the I/O connections.
PCI Systems’ “No Wires” strategy is used
throughout. Wires in rugged applications
are not a solution. They will vibrate in the
chassis and eventually break at the solder
points. Small printed circuit boards are
used instead to route signals between modules and I/O connectors, enabling highspeed differential signaling with carefully
matched impedance for the high signal
speeds. Additionally, assembly and maintenance are simplified because the interconnect modules prevent missed or wrong
connections and reduce failures caused by
vibration.
Six backplane profiles are defined to
accept processing modules, two types of
peripheral I/O modules (single-ended and
differential), and RF input modules, SATA
drives, and power supplies. Allowing for
RF coax inputs provides a very reliable
and readily available I/O connection.
There are several bonus features included
in VITA 73. A 10 MHz single-ended frequency is defined to aid in systemwide
data acquisition and synchronize power
supplies. Also a star trigger and other trigger functions are implemented. For next
VME and Critical Systems / 2012 Buyer’s Guide 23
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Is your product choice
ready?
By Jerry Gipper, Editorial Director

Making a product or component selection for
many projects is often straightforward. You have a
requirements documents listing features needed
to meet the needs of your project and you head off
on a search to find components that meets those
requirements. Usually you will have choices between
vendors and trade-offs to make to find the component
that best meets your requirements. Relatively speaking,
this is the easy part. But is the product or technology
you have chosen really ready for deployment? Is the
technology ready?
When did product shipments start on this product? Knowing
the date when the product first started shipping
can give you a good idea of how stable the
product is at the current time. If it just started
shipping a short time ago, then it is likely that
there are still manufacturing issues and maybe even
functional issues that have not been discovered, and
appropriate remedies need to be put in place.
You are not the first to have run into the problem of determining
the readiness of technology for use in a real product. This is an
especially daunting challenge with high technology products
because by their very nature, they emerge on the market scene
and then evolve very quickly, often it seems, right before
your eyes. Usually that data sheet you have been pouring
over, studying features, does not have a specification called
“Technology Readiness Level” or “TRL.” It is left up to you to
determine how real and how stable the product will be at the
time you will need to use it.
Fortunately for you, you are not alone. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) created a table defining
Technology Readiness Levels in a set of nine graded definitions/
descriptions of stages of technology maturity. These readiness
levels have been adapted by the DoD for use in its acquisition
system. Table 1 presents a definition of the nine stages.
From the descriptions in Table 1, it is not a long stretch to determine where most products fit on this scale. The fact that you can
obtain a functional demonstration can quickly get you to stage 6,
giving you the warm fuzzies that the product is real.
Challenges with the Technology Readiness scale
There are other questions that must also be answered when looking at technology readiness. Most engineers would be hesitant to
base a critical product decision on simply meeting the requirements of the readiness stages. Which other questions should you
ask your product vendor?
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How many copies of the product have shipped so far? This is also
a stability indicator and goes hand-in-hand with the question on
first shipment date. If a limited number of products have shipped,
then you are at the very beginning of the manufacturing learning curve. Expect problems with complex products. You might
be okay for development, but you certainly would not want to go
into full production mode with your product. Expect many engineering changes to be issued if the product has not shipped in any
substantial quantities yet.
How many design wins has this product reached? Design wins are
an indicator of how popular the product is in the market. More
design wins make it a safer bet that the product will be around for
a while and that the supplier will be dedicated to maintaining and
expanding the line. “How many design wins are appropriate?” is
really a function of the product and the supplier, so you really have
to understand your supplier in applying a decision weight to this
question. You will also find that most suppliers are hesitant to go
into details on the specific number of design wins, talking mostly
in generalities.
How stable are the key components used in this product? Just
as the product you are evaluating is a component within your
own product, the components further down the supply chain can
be a concern. If you have identified components that you are
concerned about, you should be sure that your potential vendor
has a solid game plan to address your concerns. They could be
using a microprocessor that is nearing obsolescence or a chipset
that you know has issues of some type.

Technology Readiness Level

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Basic principles observed and
reported.
Technology concept and/or
application formulated.

Description
Lowest level of technology readiness. Scientific research begins to be translated into applied
research and development. Examples might include paper studies of a technology’s basic
properties.
Invention begins. Once basic principles are observed, practical applications can be invented.
Applications are speculative, and there may be no proof or detailed analysis to support the
assumptions. Examples are limited to analytic studies.

Active research and development is initiated. This includes analytical studies and laboratory
Analytical and experimental
studies to physically validate analytical predictions of separate elements of the technology.
critical function and/or
characteristic proof of concept. Examples include components that are not yet integrated or representative.
Component and/or breadboard
validation in laboratory
environment.
Component and/or
breadboard validation in
relevant environment.
System/subsystem model or
prototype demonstration in a
relevant environment.
System prototype
demonstration in an
operational environment.
Actual system completed and
qualified through test and
demonstration.
Actual system proven through
successful mission operations.

Basic technological components are integrated to establish that they will work together. This is
relatively “low fidelity” compared to the eventual system. Examples include integration of “ad
hoc” hardware in the laboratory.
Fidelity of breadboard technology increases significantly. The basic technological components
are integrated with reasonably realistic supporting elements so it can be tested in a simulated
environment. Examples include “high fidelity” laboratory integration of components.
Representative model or prototype system, which is well beyond that of TRL 5, is tested in a
relevant environment. Represents a major step up in a technology’s demonstrated readiness.
Examples include testing a prototype in a high-fidelity laboratory environment or in a simulated
operational environment.
Prototype near, or at, planned operational system. Represents a major step up from TRL 6, requiring
demonstration of an actual system prototype in an operational environment such as an aircraft,
vehicle, or space. Examples include testing the prototype in a testbed aircraft.
Technology has been proven to work in its final form and under expected conditions. In almost all
cases, this TRL represents the end of true system development. Examples include developmental
test and evaluation of the system in its intended weapon system to determine if it meets design
specifications.
Actual application of the technology in its final form and under mission conditions, such as
those encountered in operational test and evaluation. Examples include using the system under
operational mission conditions.

Table 1 | Graded definitions/descriptions of stages of technology maturity as defined by NASA and adapted by the DoD.

2nd Generation

Intel® Core™
Processor Boards
choice of dual or quad-core processors

VME/VXS

OpenVPX™

commercial, extended temperature or
rugged conduction cooled variants
support for leading operating systems

CompactPCI®
For more information please visit our
website or contact us directly:
email: info@gocct.com
phone: (781) 933 5900

AMC
The Intel® Processor Board Specialists
All trademarks acknowledged

www.gocct.com
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“Road maps are key to the entire
decision process. ... If a product does
not have a road map, that becomes a red
flag that you are a test case. Beware!”

What is the projected life cycle? Most suppliers to embedded computing markets
have a policy on product life cycles. These
typically rank from five to seven years, or
more under a service contract. But sometimes the product is not intended for a long
product life cycle. Be sure you are clear on
this if a long product life cycle is important to your decision making. Your supplier should have a program and policy to
address their product life cycles.
Is there a road map for this product showing its evolution and future enhancements?
Road maps are key to the entire decision
process. They help you determine where
products in the concept and development
stages are on the Technology Readiness
scale. Road maps help with early decisions, and they give you clues on what to
expect for future enhancements. If a product does not have a road map, that becomes
a red flag that you are a test case. Beware!
Is this product the first of its kind or an
evolutionary step? Where a product fits
in a product family gives you other clues
that help with Technology Readiness
assessment. First-of-a-kind products have
higher risk because they may have design
issues. End-of-the-line products take on
more life-cycle risk because of the potentially obsolete components. Products
that are not part of a product family have
migration and evolution issues that may
be of concern.
Start with “stop, look, and listen”
This list of questions is just a start. Many
other questions should be considered to
address specific concerns relevant to your
project. In a perfect world, your suppliers
would put a number on the data sheet that
rated the product’s risk factors, making
your decision much easier. Unfortunately,
that is not likely to happen any time in
the reasonable future. You will still be
depended on to ask the right questions
and make the right decisions.
For more information when it’s time
to begin or continue your VITAbased engineering project, go to
www.vmecritical.com for the latest
articles, Q&As, and updates on:
s 6)4! 46/65
s 6)4! 61
s 6)4! 66
s 6)4! 41
s !ND many more!
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12 years of full support

Unparalleled data processing

Solving the product life-cycle dilemma has been
an increasing challenge for suppliers of embedded
computing systems, especially if the target markets
comprise defense applications that require product
life cycles well in excess of 10 years. Aitech Defense
Systems, Inc. is taking a three-phased approach and now
offers full support and a product availability guarantee for
all boards and systems developed by the company for a minimum of 12 years from
initial production date.

Server class processing
and networking are very
difficult to package into
a 6U VPX-sized board.
The thermal management
and power challenges
are very difficult at best.
Eurotech subsidiary
Parvus has overcome
the challenge with the
CPU-111-10, a rugged, high-performance 6U VPX SBC featuring a quad-core Intel
L5408 Xeon processor and integrated 10 GbE switch to support full-mesh backplane
data layer interconnectivity for up to eight SBCs integrated into a single chassis.

Aitech’s three-phased COTS Lifecycle+ Program ensures that customers will be able to
obtain the needed component parts and support to keep systems running effectively
well into the future. Each phase guarantees a minimum support period of four years.
The Aitech COTS Lifecycle+ Program was developed to ensure product availability
for end users as well as to provide a base of stable COTS embedded computing
components that allows systems and subsystems to continue functioning over an
extended period of time, and at optimum performance.
Aitech
www.rugged.com
www.vmecritical.com/p365630

Providing unparalleled data processing capabilities in a single-slot 6U VPX form factor
card with built-in 10 GbE fabric switching, the CPU-111-10 serves as an ideal openarchitecture building block for next-generation Command, Control, Communications,
Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (C4ISR) applications
onboard (un)manned air/ground vehicles and shipboard platforms. The CPU-111-10
is offered in both convection-cooled and ruggedized conduction-cooled variants.
Parvus Corporation
www.parvus.com
www.vmecritical.com/p365631

RF to the blade
As board products
have become
more integrated
and functionally
denser, getting
RF signals directly
on to the board
is increasingly
desirable. Previous
generation blade
technology did
not always have consistent methods for getting RF to the processing elements on the
blade. Often an additional blade was needed to convert the RF to digital and pass
the data down the backplane. The new VITA 67 RF Modules from TE Connectivity
enhance the ability to add RF capabilities in VPX board-to-board connections over
the backplane in a standard fashion. The modular design allows application-specific
configurations with high contact counts in VPX systems.
Designed for high-reliability, high-density aerospace and defense applications, VITA 67
modules meet the vibration, environmental, and corrosion resistance requirements of
C4ISR applications such as ground base stations and communication systems, land
and sea anti-ballistic signal processing, avionics and ground-based radar systems, and
electronic countermeasures.
TE Connectivity
www.te.com
www.vmecritical.com/p365632

Converge your switched fabrics
In today’s world of serial switch fabric backplanes, it is very difficult to make fabric
protocol decisions. Having a solution that removes the need to make this decision
up front is very desirable to system designers. The CSP Inc. FastCluster 3000 Series
OpenVPX platforms deliver unparalleled performance and scalability for radar, sonar,
and surveillance signal processing applications.
CSPI’s Converged Fabric integrates the Mellanox SwitchX Virtual Protocol Interconnect
technology – allowing InfiniBand, Ethernet, and Fibre Channel traffic to exist on
a single “one-wire” fabric. The switched fabric also follows the VITA 66 Optical
Interconnect for VPX standard to
drastically improve performance and
weight over previous copper solutions.
Future technology refresh for the
FastCluster platform is as simple as
inserting a new OpenVPX processor
or fabric blade, without requiring any
change to the backplane.
CSP Inc.
www.cspi.com
www.vmecritical.com/
p366072

Editor’s Choice Products are drawn from OpenSystems Media’s product database, in addition to editors’ inboxes.
Vendors may add their new products to our website at: submit.opensystemsmedia.com.
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Refresh and save
Technology refresh are a major
concern for many existing
applications. For those based
on VME technology, there are
ways to improve processing
performance and eliminate a
board or two from the system.
The IC-DC2-VMEb, being
VME64x-VITA31.1 compliant,
is aimed at highly integrated applications like leading-edge computing, embedded
network control, signal processing, and so on.
The large number of interfaces turns this IC-DC2-VMEb into an ideal open platform
for a wide range of applications. The board boasts an Intel Core2 Duo processor
SL9380 and an AMD/ATI M96 Graphic Processor Unit (Radeon E4690- R700
core), which provides the performance needed for highly demanding embedded
graphics applications (marine and airplane displays, industrial monitoring, medical
equipment, night vision systems...). The analog video interfaces offer STANAG B &
C support, especially useful to airborne applications.
Interface Concept
www.interfaceconcept.com
www.vmecritical.com/p366038

Quick start toward final
configuration
Designing with data converters using FPGA
technology can present many configuration
challenges. Wouldn’t it be nice if you
could get a quick start with preconfigured
IP that gets you over the startup hurdles?
The Model 71651 software radio module,
a new XMC form factor multichannel
data converter with digital down- and
up-converters from Pentek Inc., helps you
do just that.
Four types of preconfigured IP in the Xilinx
Virtex-6 FPGA help simplify the capture,
movement, and playback of data. Three
Acquisition IP modules accept data from any of the A/Ds, a test signal generator, or
the Playback IP in loopback mode. These acquisition modules each have a private
memory bank for storing data in capture mode or to serve as a FIFO buffer for the
linked-list DMA engine to move data off-board through the x8 Gen 2 PCIe interface.
The DMA engines can automatically generate metadata to simplify host processing.
With two channels each of 12-bit, 500 MHz A/D and 16-bit, 800 MHz D/A, the
Model 71651 delivers more than twice the bandwidth of Pentek’s previous data
converters, with room left for user customization.
Pentek
www.pentek.com
www.vmecritical.com/p366073
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Kontron

CMB-Chassis Monitoring Board
CMB is the ideal solution for simple and robust control and monitoring of VME or VPX systems. CMB can
control up to 8 temperature sensors in the chassis, up to 8 fans (PWM control and tachometer feedback)
and up to 8 power modules (control and monitoring, including redundancies if any). CMB is also in charge
of switching the system on or off and resetting the boards (individual reset or general reset). CMB can be
conﬁgured by software to manage speciﬁc topologies of temperature sensors, fans and power supplies.
CMB has been designed to run from a 5V standby power, thanks to its very low power consumption (< 1W).
Any VME or VPX board featuring SMB management can be controlled by CMB multiple I2C interfaces.
www.kontron.com
vmecritical.com/p365741

Pinnacle Data Systems, Inc.

ComputeNode™ Compact PCI Chassis Products
PDSi’s ComputeNode line offers a range of NEBS Level 3-compliant CompactPCI chassis in sizes from
1U to 4U. These carrier-grade chassis include a horizontal design, superior air cooling, CompactPCI and
cPSB (PICMG 2.16) backplanes, redundant hot-swappable fans, and hot-swappable front accessible AC or
dual-feed DC power modules with power ﬁlters in most cases. All 2U and larger ComputeNode platforms
include PDSi’s unique Alert!Node™ (or Enhanced Alert!Node) alarm card, an intelligent chassis management controller for comprehensive fan and power monitoring. The Alert!Node card does not occupy a
CompactPCI slot, front or rear.
info.sales@pinnacle.com
vmecritical.com/p362584

VEROTEC Electronics Packaging

KM6-HD card cages
In 3U, 6U and 9U heights, depths of 160mm, 220mm and 400mm and in 42HP half and 84HP full widths, the
*&&&  DPNQMJBOU ,.)%  JT EFTJHOFE UP NFFU .*-45% t 5IF NN QMBTUJD HVJEFT BSF
TVJUBCMFGPSNN1$#TBOEBSFSFUBJOFEGSPOUBOESFBSXJUIBTDSFXmYJOHt5IFNPVMEFEHVJEFTJODPSQPSBUF
required features for IEEE1101.10 systems including front panel coding, handle prelocation and ESD functionality
GPSCPUIGSPOUQBOFMBOE1$#tNNHVJEFTBSFBMTPBWBJMBCMFGPSSFBSUSBOTJUJPOBQQMJDBUJPOTt,.)%JTGVMMZ
compatible with all other KM6 subracks, enabling a single design to migrate from a standard subrack into the
heavy duty version when required for different applications
www.verotec.us
vmecritical.com/p364079
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XMC-GBX Quad Gigabit Ethernet Adaptor

This new quad gigabit Ethernet XMC is a high-performance, low-latency
network adaptor providing four high-speed Ethernet interfaces for use with VITA
42.3-compatible VME, PCI Express, CompactPCI®, and AdvancedTCA® processor
boards. It is available in three conﬁgurations offering a mix of front and rear port
access.

vmecritical.com/p363391

Advanced Micro Peripherals

H264-ULL-PMC Dual-channel PMC HD H.264 Encoder
The H264-ULL-PMC is an ultra low latency, dual channel, H.264 encoder on a PMC Mezzanine form factor
board. It provides a powerful and ﬂexible solution for capturing and compressing up to 2 analog video
inputs at up to 1080p HD resolution to the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC (Part 10) standard.
%VBMDIBOOFMFODPEFBUVQUPQt4JOHMFDIBOOFMFODPEFBUVQUPQt%VBM"OBMPH)%JOQVUT
:1C1S 7(" 3(# t6MUSB-PX-BUFODZFODPEFS CFMPXNT t).1&("7$ 1BSU FODPEFSt*OUSB
SFGSFTIUPJNQSPWFCBOEXJEUIVUJMJ[BUJPOt.PUJPOEFUFDUJPOXJUINPUJPOWFDUPSJOGPSNBUJPOt6QUPGPVS6--
1.$CPBSETQFSTZTUFNt1.$ 1$*.F[[BOJOF$BSE .F[[BOJOFGPSNGBDUPSt%SJWFSTGPS8JO91&BOE-JOVY

www.amp-usa.com

vmecritical.com/p365976

Sponsored by Pinnacle Data Systems, Inc.

info.sales@pinnacle.com

www.pinnacle.com

Wide internal data paths eliminate performance bottlenecks. The parallel and
pipelined logic architecture is optimized for Gigabit Ethernet and efﬁciently handles
packets with minimum latency. Using widely accepted Intel 82571EB Ethernet
controllers, this adaptor offers up to four 10BASE-T/100BASE-Tx/1000BASE-T
copper ports with front-mounted RJ-45 connectors and full status indicators.
Alternatively, up to four SERDES ports are accessible through the Pn4 connector for
use via an appropriate copper or ﬁber-based rear transition module.

PMC/XMC

Pinnacle Data Systems, Inc.
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Pinnacle Data Systems, Inc.

XMC Quad Gigabit Ethernet Adaptor
5IJT RVBE HJHBCJU &UIFSOFU 9.$ JT B IJHIQFSGPSNBODF  MPXMBUFODZ OFUXPSL BEBQUPS QSPWJEJOH GPVS
high-speed Ethernet interfaces for use with VITA 42.3-compatible VME, PCI Express, CompactPCI®, and
AdvancedTCA® processor boards. It is available in three conﬁgurations offering a mix of front and rear
port access. Using widely accepted Intel 82571EB Ethernet controllers, this adaptor offers up to four
#"4&5#"4&5Y#"4&5 DPQQFS QPSUT XJUI GSPOUNPVOUFE 3+ DPOOFDUPST BOE GVMM TUBUVT
JOEJDBUPST"MUFSOBUJWFMZ VQUPGPVS4&3%&4QPSUTBSFBDDFTTJCMFUISPVHIUIF1ODPOOFDUPSGPSVTFWJBBO
appropriate copper or ﬁber-based rear transition module.
XXXQJOOBDMFDPNtJOGPTBMFT!QJOOBDMFDPN
vmecritical.com/p365967

TE Connectivity

VITA 61 Mezalok
5IF7*5".F[BMPLJTBSVHHFE IJHISFMJBCJMJUZNF[[BOJOFDPOOFDUPSUIBUNPSFUIBOEPVCMFTUIFTQFFE
and durability of competing technology. At 5 GHz+, this rugged, surface mount mezzanine connector
incorporates a super-redundant “mini-box” four-point contact system for separable interface and ultrareliability. Additional features include: 500 mating cycles durability compared to 100 cycle standards;
QSPUFDUFETPDLFUFOEGPSSFMJBCMFCMJOENBUFBCJMJUZPQUJNBMUIFSNBMTUBCJMJUZTISPVEFENBUFEDPOOFDUJPO
UPQSFWFOUGBJMVSFGSPNEFCSJTTUBDLJOHBOENF[[BOJOFBQQMJDBUJPOT

www.elementaladvantage.com

vmecritical.com/p365721

RTS 2721
5IF1FOUFL5BMPO™354JTBUVSOLFZ NVMUJCBOESFDPSEJOHBOEQMBZCBDLTZTUFNUIBUBMMPXTUIF
VTFSUPSFDPSEBOESFQSPEVDFIJHICBOEXJEUITJHOBMTXJUIBMJHIUXFJHIU QPSUBCMFQBDLBHF5IF354
provides sustained recording rates of up to 480 MB/sec in a dual-channel system and is ideal for the user
who requires both portability and performance in a recording system.
5IF354JTTVQQMJFEJOBTNBMMGPPUQSJOUQPSUBCMFQBDLBHFXFJHIJOHKVTUQPVOET5IJTXPSLTUBUJPO
JODMVEFTBRVBEDPSF9FPO®QSPDFTTPS BIJHISFTPMVUJPO-$%NPOJUPS BOEB4"5"3"*%DPOUSPMMFS

www.pentek.com/go/vme2721bg

vmecritical.com/p348118
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Concurrent Technologies Inc VX 81x/09x – 2nd Generation Intel Core Processor – VME/VXS

The VX 81x/09x is a PC-compatible high-performance VME or VXS processor board supporting a choice of 2nd Generation
Intel Core processors and up to 16 GB of DDR3 ECC SDRAM. This single slot board features 2 PMC/XMC sites, a variety of
I/O interfaces and optional on-board mass storage. The board supports VITA 41.4 dual x4 PCI Express backplane fabrics and
VITA 41.6 Gigabit IEEE 802.3 (1000 Base-BX) ports. In addition to the commercial grade product, the board is also available
in extended temperature and rugged air and rugged conduction cooled variants.
The high processing performance, the wealth of I/O interfaces, and the choice of environmental speciﬁcations ensure that
this board is suitable for a wide range of applications, in particular within the defense, security and aerospace markets.
www.gocct.com
vmecritical.com/p364492

Curtiss-Wright Controls Embedded Computing

SVME/DMV-194 SBC
The 6U VME64 SVME/DMV-194, based on a Freescale™ Power Architecture™ QorIQ P2020 processor with
dual 1.2 GHz cores, delivers 6x the compute performance at nearly the same cost than was available
from earlier VME designs. This rugged air- or conduction-cooled SBC is ideal for upgrading existing
SWaP-C-constrained systems based on older PowerPC or Power Architecture processors. This new SBC
extends our unmatched commitment to provide advanced Power Architecture compute engines and a
technology roadmap ensuring ongoing support for long-lifecycle program requirements.

www.cwcembedded.com

vmecritical.com/p365969

Dynatem, Inc.

CPU 71-13
VME64 CPU Board with Intel® Core™J1SPDFTTPSt$16JTB7.&$16CPBSECBTFEPO*OUFM® Core™
i7processor and Intel®2.DIJQTFUt4PMEFSFEEVBMDIBOOFM%%34%3".XJUI&$$TVQQPSU
VQUP(#t$'BTU™QPSUt1.$9.$TMPUTt#"4&5&UIFSOFUQPSUTt34$TFSJBM
QPSUQPSUt64#QPSUt4VQQPSUGPS8JOEPXT 8JOEPXT&NCFEEFE4UBOEBSE 8JOE3JWFS-JOVY 
8JOE3JWFS7Y8PSLTt3P)4DPNQMJBOU

www.dynatem.com

vmecritical.com/p365956

Kontron

VM6050 6U VME Intel® Core™ i7 SBC
With 100% I/O compatibility with the Kontron VM6250, its PowerPC sibling, both featuring VITA 57
FMC interface, the Kontron VM6050 family is the ideal vehicle for technology refresh of all existing
VME designs, regardless of the software legacy (Intel or PowerPC). It combines high x86 computing and
graphics performance with ﬂexible and modular expansion possibilities in four different ruggedization levels.
With Kontron’s long-term supply program with availability of 10 years or more, OEMs can further optimize
the life cycle and total cost of ownership (TCO) for applications, thanks to an attractive price policy.
www.kontron.com

vmecritical.com/p364970

X-ES

XPedite7470 Intel Core i7 3U VPX SBC
t"67194JOHMF#PBSE$PNQVUFSCBTFEPOUIFOEHFOFSBUJPO*OUFM® Core™i7 processor and Intel QM67
DIJQTFU  TVQQPSUT EVBM PS RVBEDPSF QSPDFTTPST t 6Q UP  (# PG %%3 &$$ 4%3". PO UXP DIBOOFMT
t5XPY1$*&YQSFTT719CBDLQMBOFJOUFSGBDFTt%VBM(JHBCJU&UIFSOFU EVBM64# EVBM4"5" EVBM
%7* BOEEVBM343434t$POEVDUJPOBOEBJSDPPMFEWFSTJPOT QJUDIt1.$9.$TJUF
t7Y8PSLT */5&(3*5: BOE-JOVY#41TBOE8JOEPXTESJWFST

VITA 73/74/75
5

www.XES-inc.com

vmecritical.com/p364030

TE Connectivity

Fortis Zd
The Fortis Zd connector family from TE Connectivity is a highly ruggedized new board-level connector
system that supports data rates of 12+ Gbps and is designed to withstand the increased shock and vibration
requirements of emerging military applications. The modular next-gen design marries an electrically
sophisticated, high-speed leadframe with a robust, military pedigree separable contact interface. Pin
conﬁgurations include 6-row and 9-row versions, with three shell conﬁgurations – plastic, shield and
machined shell – ready for deployment in support of the most demanding applications.

www.thefutureunleashed.com
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VITA 46 MULTIGIG RT
TE Connectivity’s MULTIGIG RT2 backplane connector family is the high reliability standard for VXS
(VITA 41) and VPX (VITA 46) architectures. The connector features 10 Gbps performance, a wafer interface
to eliminate bent pins, an ESD trace in support of 2 Level Maintenance and ﬂat rock compliant pin board
attach. Fully qualiﬁed to VITA 47/48 and deployed globally, the MULTIGIG RT2 is focused on reducing
SWaP, with mechanical and electrical CAD models posted and ready for download.

www.multigigrt.com

VITA 46/VPX

TE Connectivity

vmecritical.com/p365722

WaveTherm Corp.

SolidWedge
4PMJE8FEHFt;FSP*OTFSUJPO'PSDFt4FMG3FUSBDUJOH8FEHF4FHNFOUTt8JEFS .PSF&GmDJFOU
5IFSNBM1BUIUP$PME8BMMt-BSHFTU%SJWF4DSFXt)JHIFS 4VTUBJOFE$MBNQJOH'PSDFt
Wider contact areas for mated surfaces of the wedge segments enhance plating endurance,
which allows for signiﬁcantly more insertion cycles.
Part Number Example: 48-225-225-XXX-YY

www.wavetherm.com

vmecritical.com/p363863

VPX cards with configurable Spartan-6 or Virtex-5 FPGA
Acromag’s new 3U VPX FPGA boards provide powerful and cost-effective solutions for high-speed processing of
complex algorithms in embedded computing applications. The VPX-VLX model offers a choice of logic-optimized
Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGAs while the VPX-SLX version employs a Spartan-6 FPGA with 150k logic cells. Virtex-5 FPGA
cards deliver maximum computing performance. Spartan-6 FPGA cards are designed for cost-sensitive, mid-level
applications. Both cards feature a high-throughput PCI Express interface, generous dual-ported memory for
efﬁcient data handling, and 64 I/O lines direct to the FPGA. Ideal for defense, aerospace, or scientiﬁc research;
typical applications involve signal intelligence, image processing, and hardware simulation.
www.acromag.com
vmecritical.com/p365979

CES – Creative Electronic Systems

RIOV-2478
The RIOV-2478 combines a multi-core processor with modern interconnect high-speed links and an
onboard Crosspoint switch in a 3U OpenVPX™ form factor. It features a Freescale QorIQ™ P4080 processor
designed for combined control and dataplane processing. The eight-core processor design is well suited
for applications that are highly compute-intensive, I/O intensive, or both. The Crosspoint switch permits
ﬂexibility and conﬁguration of the payload proﬁle in accordance to OpenVPX™, allowing support of PCIe,
SRIO and 10GbE over VPX and XMC.

www.ces.ch

vmecritical.com/p363840

CSPI MultiComputer Division

3220Q
The 3220Q 6U OpenVPX Blade Server, with a dual socket Intel® Xeon® processor and QuickPath
Interconnect (QPI), delivers superior performance-per-watt and low latency, while operating in a standardsbased environment. CSPI 3000 SERIES OpenVPX platforms offer a choice of advanced options for Open
Software Stacks (Linux, OpenMPI) and Scalable Switch Fabrics (FDR 56Gb/s InﬁniBand, 40/10 GbE, and
Fibre Channel). These embedded systems are designed for air-cooled and conduction-cooled thermal
management and deployment in harsh environments where SWaP requirements are critical.

www.cspi.com/multicomputer

vmecritical.com/p364925

Curtiss-Wright Controls Embedded Computing VPX6-6902 Serial RapidIO®/Ethernet Switch
The VPX6-6902 is a combined management, control and data plane switch for small, mid-size and large
6U VPX systems. Supporting a centralized switch architecture in both star and dual-star topologies, the
VPX6-6902 is available with SRIO switching alone, or with both SRIO dataplane and Ethernet management/
control plane switching all in a single VPX slot. The VPX6-6902 allows systems integrators to architect
small to large high-performance systems following the guidelines provided in the VITA 65 (OpenVPX™)
systems speciﬁcation.
www.cwcembedded.com

vmecritical.com/p363575
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Dawn VME Products

CCE-3VX4 Conduction Cooled Enclosure
Dawn’s 3U form factor conduction cooled chassis for cold plate deployment is designed for all rugged
environments: Airborne, Land and Sea. Conduction cooled base coupled, via short and efﬁcient path,
provides for optimum cooling. Maximum power dissipation depends on cold plate. RuSH enhanced
3U conduction cooled power supply monitors system critical performance parameters including Voltage,
Current, and Temperature. The RuSH monitor is interfaced into the OpenVPX IPMB (I2C) management plane,
providing communication link-up with system cards.

www.dawnvme.com

vmecritical.com/p363589

DEV-4200 VPX 3U DC-3 Development System
Dawn’s DC-3 VPX Development System for 3U boards represents the latest in state-of-the-art technology.
It provides a capability of conﬁguring up to an 8-slot system that supports any mix of 3U convection or
conduction cooled boards and 3U transition modules on .8 or 1.0 inch centers along with an advanced capability to support high current demands and corresponding high cooling requirements. Backplane proﬁles
and topologies are or will be available to test any board conﬁguration. Power supply choices support
12H and 5VH based systems. Optional “VEN” power systems are available for cost savings if desired.
Cooling is delivered equally at each slot with up to 700 LFM across the boards with no dead spots.
www.dawnvme.com
vmecritical.com/p365020

Dawn VME Products

Dawn VME Products

PSC-6629 3U 400W Plug-in Power Supply
3U 400 Watt 6-Channel Plug-in or Bulkhead Mounted Power Supply for Air or Conduction Cooled
OpenVPX Systems. Designed for mission critical applications. P47 power connector pinouts mapped to
PICMG 2.11 CompactPCI. Dawn’s embedded RuSH technology provides intelligence for precision monitoring
and control. True 6-Channel design provides full OpenVPX support. Over Voltage, Over Current, and Over
Temperature protection. Front I/O panel includes LED status indicator, USB port for ﬁrmware upgrade and
VBAT battery access. I2C interface for Status & Control. Factory programmable power sequencing and
shutdown control for each voltage rail. Inject/Eject levers for easy installation.
www.dawnvme.com
vmecritical.com/p363767

Kontron

VX3030 and VX3035 Intel® Core i7 SBCs
VX303x is the most competitive and versatile Board Computer family to support your Mil/Aero applications.
Following VX3030, a General Purpose Intel® Core™ i7 3U VPX SBC, comes the VX3035 with the AVX (vector
processing) and faster memory for SWaP (size, weight and power) optimized VPX applications. VX3030 and
VX3035 support VXFabric™, allowing data ﬂow applications using IP Sockets to enjoy high bandwidth interboards communication at PCIe DMA hardware speed. With VXFabric™, applications developed today on
VX3030 or VX3035 will be compatible with our next generation Quad Core Intel® Core™ i7 SBCs. Kontron’s
long-term supply program guarantees their availability for a minimum of 10 years.
www.kontron.com
vmecritical.com/p365968

Pentek, Inc.

53640
Pentek offers its fastest-ever data acquisition OpenVPX board for the popular Cobalt® family. Capable of
digitizing one 12-bit channel at 3.6 GHz, or two channels at 1.8 GHz, the Model 53640 nearly quadruples
the signal bandwidth that can be handled on a single channel. Further, the 53640 has provisions for the
synchronization of multiple boards for capture and analysis of even wider bandwidths.
The 53640 is available in COTS and rugged versions. It’s also available in XMC, PCI Express and CompactPCI
formats.
www.pentek.com/go/vme53640bg
vmecritical.com/p365970

Pentek, Inc.

53690
The Pentek Model 53690 RF tuner and dual digitizer board targets reception and processing of digitally
modulated RF signals such as satellite television and terrestrial wireless communications. The Model
53690 requires only an antenna and a host computer to form a complete L-band SDR development platform.
The 53690 receives and digitizes L-band signals in the 925 MHz to 2175 MHz frequency range with a fullscale input range of -50 dBm to +10 dBm. The MAX2112 direct-conversion tuner IC integrates variable-gain
ampliﬁers, dual downconverting mixers, and low-pass ﬁlters to produce baseband analog I and Q signals.
www.pentek.com/go/vme53690bg
vmecritical.com/p365987
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V230 Analog Input Module
Targeted to cost-sensitive customers, the V230 features 64 differential ±10 volt inputs. These inputs are
scanned by a pair of high-speed 16-bit ADCs, delivering 14 ksps of 16-bit analog data. The V230 is optimized
for ease of programming: at power-on time it presents 64 dual-port memory registers representing
64 analog voltages, which are updated automatically at the 14 ksps scan rate. A scan counter is also
provided, and optional in-crate calibration and built-in self-test are available.

www.HighlandTechnology.com

I/O Boards

Highland Technology, Inc.

vmecritical.com/p365955

Kontron

VX3830 3U VPX VITA57 FMC Carrier
VX3830 features a Xilinx® Virtex®-5 FPGA (XC5VLX20T) with a PCIe endpoint and User I/Os.To implement
custom interfaces using VX3830, the customer develops his IP using Xilinx tools, and designs a speciﬁc
FMC. The FPGA image is loaded from a ﬂash on VX3830 or on the FMC. A rescue ﬂash is also present to
ease developments and secure deployments. VX3830 is a member of Kontron’s VPX Ecosystem and is
qualiﬁed with VX3230 and VX30xx SBCs. The custom I/O development kit contains FMC-SER0 sample
FMC with wrapping area, a simple FPGA image with source and a Linux RPM with drivers, utilities and test
programs. Such customized I/Os can also be deployed on our VME boards.
www.kontron.com
vmecritical.com/p365954

Ruggedized & Hybrid VME

Want options when it comes to your VME connectors? Amphenol Aerospace offers a line of ruggedized
VME64x and hybrid VME64x-like connectors that are sure to meet your design needs! Our designs
can incorporate, power, RF, Fiber Optic and I/O contacts into standard VME64x or custom form factors
arrangements.
www.amphenol-aerospace.com

Amphenol Aerospace

vmecritical.com/p365720

VITA 66.1

Amphenol’s VITA 66.1 MT connector provides a reliable high-speed connection for the most extreme
commercial and military environments.
Amphenol’s VITA66.1 MT connector is among the highest density of connector products on the market,
providing up to 24 ﬁber optic channels per ferrule and 48 optic channels per connector.
www.amphenol-aerospace.com

vmecritical.com/p365980

CAEN Technologies, Inc.

V1742
Based on a switched capacitor sampler with 1024 storage cells per channel, it performs the continuous
sampling of the analog inputs up to 5 GS/s simultaneously on each channel.
The sampling rate is programmable at different rates: 1 GS/s, 2.5 GS/s or 5 GS/s with a 12-bit resolution.
t DIBOOFMTPOB7.&CPBSE

www.caentech.com

vmecritical.com/p365681

TE Connectivity

VITA 67 RF Module
TE Connectivity’s new VITA 67 Multiposition RF Modules expand the RF capabilities of VITA 46 VPX
CPBSEUPCPBSEDPOOFDUJPOTBOEGFBUVSF ()[PQFSBUJPOXJUIBOUJTUVCCJOHBMJHONFOUGPSSFMJBCMFCMJOE
mating. The modules, available with four or eight positions, accept SMPM coaxial contacts available for
a wide range of ﬂexible and semi-rigid cable on the daughter card and preloaded board-mount SMPM
contacts on the backplane. The modules provide a convenient and standardized microwave interface to
meet the needs of C4ISR applications.

www.te.com/industry/aerospace/products/rf-products.asp

vmecritical.com/p365632
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Other VITA Standards Technologies
O

Amphenol Aerospace

Additional products available at www.vmecritical.com
Advanced Interconnections
Corp.

Mezza-pede
www.vmecritical.com/348251
Advanced Micro Peripherals,
Ltd.

H264-PMC8
www.vmecritical.com/365932

Creative Electronic Systems

Epiq Solutions

Pinnacle Data Systems

RIO6-8092
www.vmecritical.com/363847

Bitshark Express RX
www.vmecritical.com/365611

ComputeNode CompactPCI
Chassis Products
www.vmecritical.com/362584

Curtiss-Wright Controls
Embedded Computing

EPT, Inc. USA

VPX3-685
www.vmecritical.com/364496

ADM-XRC-6TL
www.vmecritical.com/350091
Alphi Technology Corporation

PMC-1553-PLX
www.vmecritical.com/365931
Alphi Technology Corporation

VME-240 IOs
www.vmecritical.com/349813
Alphi Technology Corporation

VME-MCOM Controller
www.vmecritical.com/364940
Circuit Insights LLC

Loop Slooth
www.vmecritical.com/364733
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QNX Software Systems

QNX Neutrino RTOS
www.vmecritical.com/364701

Fixmo Inc.
Dawn VME Products, Inc.

Alpha Data

VME64x
www.vmecritical.com/346547

PSC-6234
www.vmecritical.com/365122

Joint initiative for Secure COTS
Mobile Platform
www.vmecritical.com/364518

SANBlaze Technology, Inc.

SB PMC-FC4
www.vmecritical.com/365641

ELTEC Elektronik AG

Lyrtech

Servo2Go.com

EUROCOM 258
www.vmecritical.com/346796

Radio420X
www.vmecritical.com/364610

Econo Series Motion Controller
www.vmecritical.com/364012

Embest Info&Tech Co., Ltd.

Lytron

SYSGO AG

DevKit8500D
www.vmecritical.com/364782

CPxxxxG1
www.vmecritical.com/363677

PikeOS
www.vmecritical.com/345811

EmbVUE

NEXTXEN

ValidEdge

Generator-RTC
www.vmecritical.com/364142

NEXTWave SPL
www.vmecritical.com/364708

ValidEdge MIS 1200R
www.vmecritical.com/364732

Emerson Network Power

Open Kernel Labs

OpenVPX Boards
www.vmecritical.com/364422

Joint initiative for Secure COTS
Mobile Platform
www.vmecritical.com/364518
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STACKED
IN YOUR
FAVOR
ACCELERATE YOUR EMBEDDED
GRAPHICS DELIVERY WITH
PRE-INTEGRATED SOFTWARE

DEVELOPING GRAPHICS ON-TIME AND
ON-BUDGET IS KEY FOR MISSION AND
SAFETY CRITICAL AVIONICS. PRESAGIS
OFF-THE-SHELF SOF T WARE HELPS YOU
COMPLY WITH STANDARDS AND SPEEDS
DEVELOPMENT OF THE EMBEDDED DISPLAY
STACK FOR DELIVERY OF NEXT GENERATION
F I X E D O R R OTA RY W I N G CO C K P I T AV I O N I C S .

VAPS XT , THE LEADING SOFTWARE FOR RAPIDLY
DEVELOPING HMI, HAS BEEN CERTIFIED ON MAJOR
AIRCRAF T WORLDWIDE . ENGINEERED FOR SAFET Y,
PERFORMANCE AND CERTIFICATION, SEAWEED SEAWIND
DRIVERS FROM PRESAGIS ARE ALSO AIRBORNE AND
SUPPORT A WIDE RANGE OF GPUS.

LEARN MORE AT WWW.PRESAGIS.COM/EG
OR CALL +1-800-361-6424 | +1-514-341-3874
© 2011 PresagisTM Canada Inc. and/or PresagisTM USA Inc. All rights reserved.
Presagis, the Presagis logo, Seaweed, SeaWind, and VAPS XT are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Presagis
in Canada and/or other countries. All other trademarks contained herein are the property of their respective owners.

X-ES 2nd Generation Intel® Core™ i7 Processor Solutions: Delivering Innovation
In 2010, Extreme Engineering Solutions, Inc. (X-ES) developed more Intel® Core™ i7
processor products based on VPX, CompactPCI, VME, CompactPCI Express, and XMC form
factors than anyone in the industry. This year, X-ES has added solutions based on the 2nd
generation Intel Core i7 processor. Providing products customers want, when they want
them – that truly is innovation that performs.
X-ES offers an extensive product portfolio that includes commercial and ruggedized single
board computers, high-performance processor modules, multipurpose I/O modules,
storage, backplanes, enclosures, and fully integrated systems.
2nd generation Intel Core i7 processor solutions available in a variety of form factors.
Call or visit our website today.

GE
Intelligent Platforms

Why haven’t you unleashed the
power of embedded GPGPU?

Discover how GPGPU technology from GE
is transforming DSP applications.
Through our collaboration with NVIDIA®, GE has developed a
number of COTS products designed to leverage the parallel
processing capabilities of GPGPU devices that effectively enable
one device to do the processing work of hundreds of devices.
Our rugged GPGPU devices have been deployed in numerous
applications in radar, sonar, image processing, and ISR with
tremendous success. A single massively parallel GPGPU device
can execute multiple processing threads. We’ve also taken
away much of the product development risk with our AXIS
software, which includes a Vector, Signal and Image Processing
Library for fast development.
Consider how GPGPU technology could transform your algorithms to improve accuracy and reduce development time. Also
consider the impact that a smaller, lighter and lower-power
system could have on your deployed solution.
Then ask yourself why you too aren’t unleashing the processing
power of GPGPU.
For white papers and application details, visit:

defense.ge-ip.com/gpgpu
or scan the QR code with your smart phone

© 2011 GE Intelligent Platforms, Inc. All rights reserved.
All other brands or names are property of their respective holders.
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www.cmcomputer.com
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Going that extra mile?
HYBRID COOLED & ENGINEERED FOR IMMEDIATE DEPLOYMENT

For over 25 years, prime defense contractors have selected CM Computer
to be their ATR Chassis or VMEbus supplier for more than two hundred first
class industrial and military system programs worldwide.
Our VPX, VME and cPCI ATR Hybrid Chassis fitted with Six Heat Exchangers
plus 16 Heat Pipes are expressly designed for the most demanding customers
who appreciate uncompromising quality and reliability.
CM balances proven COTS hardware design with the advantages of cutting
edge ATR cooling technologies to supply performance military systems.

1 CM-ATR-25/SIXHEX-16HP: ½ ATR, 5 SLOT 6U, 575W PSU, 9 kg
2 CM-ATR-35/SIXHEX-16HP: ¾ ATR, 7 SLOT 6U, 825W PSU, 13 kg
3 CM-ATR-45/SIXHEX-16HP: 1 ATR, 12 SLOT 6U, 1550W PSU, 18 kg

The leading military ATR Chassis & VME
I/O manufacturer in Europe & the USA

Expand Your Horizons
Contaminant-free enclosure
Available in ½, ¾ & 1 ATR size
O VPX, VME64 & cPCI ready
O Accepts Conduction & Air-cooled 6Us
O Flexible Top & Bottom I/O wiring
O Six Internal Heat Exchangers
O 16 Integrated Heat Pipes
O Up to 1.5 kW total Power Dissipation
O Up to 150 Watts per Slot

Integrated Temperature Control Unit
Dramatically increases payload MTBF
O 2 User defined PSU 100W DC outputs
O 25°C less than heat exchanger ATRs
O 50°C less than conventional sealed ATRs
O In-line EMI/EMC MIL-STD 461E Filter
O Stand alone low weight solution
O Customizable to specific requirements
O Mounting Tray with quick release system
O

O

O
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All our chassis products are delivered Tested and
Certified by independent authorized Labs per
MIL-STD-461E & MIL-STD-810F for immediate
deployment in US Navy and US Air Force military
UAVs, Fighters and Helicopters.
Contact us at info@cmcomputer.com to request
our latest Hybrid Cooled ATR Chassis Catalog.

CM Computer
True Military COTS Products
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